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Homefax is a product line of Hong Kong Telecom 
for residential facsimile uses. This market research 
examined the current market of Homefax and explored its 
potential. The research conclusions were primarily drawn 
from the results of a consumer telephone survey. A total 
of 234 respondents, out of a systematic random sample of 
900 residential telephone subscribers, were successfully 
interviewed. 
The concept of facsimile communication and its 
usage at home were widely accepted by local residents. 
Only about 4 percent of the respondents did not know what 
facsimile was and among the remaining majority, 87 
percent realized it was possible to use facsimile at 
home. Awareness of homefax was at a satisfactory level 
albeit further improvement could be sought; this service 
package was recognized by about 40 percent of the 
respondents. 
The consumers" principal source of information, 
in decreasing order of popularity, were friends and 
relatives, newspaper and magazines. Nevertheless, only 
17 percent of the respondents could recall the 'Two Dogs' 
advertisement for Homefax 2 and less than one-fourth of 
these respondents could tell the intended message. 
ii 
The survey estimated the current (viz. March 
1993) user base of residential facsimile to be 130,000 
and of which 46,000 were Homefax subscribers. This 
represents a 35 percent of the residential facsimile 
market. Furthermore, the projected market potentials, in 
March 1993, of residential facsimile and Homefax ' users 
were 374,000 (244,000 unrealized) and 213,000 (167,000 
unrealized) respectively; on this basis, the ultimate 
penetration levels with respect to residential lines were 
accordingly 21 percent and 12 percent. Survey findings 
suggested the highest growth of Homefax service, being 96 
percent, would occur within the financial year from 1994 
to 1995. 
Users and potential users of residential 
facsimile and Homefax were in general young male aged 
between 19 to 35 and had post-secondary level or higher 
education. They were mostly professionals and managers 
while significant numbers were also found in white 
collars and students. Their monthly household incomes 
were higher than average, being HK$ 25,000 and upward. 
Although users and potential users were not price 
insensitive, the survey findings indicated that price was 
not a determining factor of adoption. It was estimated, 
on average, they would consider subscribing Homefax 1 and 
Homefax 2 for monthly rentals of up to HK$ 110 and HK$ 
117 respectively, against the current level of HK$ 84. 
iii 
In fact, presence of needs was a determining 
factor of adoption. Such needs dominated the usage 
patterns. The most important applications cited by the 
potential users, in decreasing order of importance, were 
personal business, company work, personal investment and 
information retrieval. 
In conclusion, research results indicated Homefax 
was gaining more and more acceptance in its Hong Kong 
market. To capitalize on this opportunity, we suggested 
Hong Kong Telecom to adopt more proactive strategies. 
Price of Homefax should be maintained at the current 
level to facilitate promotion of Homefax. Promotion 
should on one hand induce demand in the usage of 
facsimile at home and on the other hand stimulate demand 
of Homefax by communicating and demonstrating the 
distinctive benefits of Homefax in addressing the needs 
of residential users. Finally, a product differentiation 
strategy should be pursued. Product development should 
focus on enhancing the distinctive benefits of Homefax 
which cannot be substituted by other alternatives such as 
unauthorized connection. 
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"For over a decade, Hong Kong Telecom has 
implemented a policy of service discrimination between 
fax and voice services on the telephone network. Faxline 
100 service, introduced in April 1986, provided for the 
first time a package of customer features specifically 
designed for the facsimile market ... 
The present level of demand is largely due to the 
rapid adoption of personal fax terminal, both in the 
office and at home ... 
In Hong Kong Homefax services now represent 
around 45 percent of fax terminal and service growth, and 
as this growth occurs the ubiquity of the fax machine 
will of course stimulate even more growth. ,,1 
David Connolly 
Director of Product Management 
Hongkong Telecom 
1. David Connolly, "Personal Fax - The New Wave of Fax 
Growth", speaking at Asiafax '92, October 1992. 
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Since Alexander Bell invented the first telephone 
set, telephone calling has become an indispensable part 
of daily human activities. Nowadays nearly every 
household in the newly industrialized and developed 
countries has at least a telephone set. However, 
starting from the early eighties, the world saw a new 
wave in human telecommunications. 
communication by facsimile. 
This is the 
Despite that facsimile products have appeared for 
just over a decade, facsimile has been well received as a 
basic means of telecommunications and gained popularity 
in the business world. Further still, it was observed in 
recent years the usage of facsimile started penetrating 
the home usage market. Although at present the usage of 
facsimile at home is not as popular as that of telephone, 
there is much potential for it to be developed into a 
mass consumer market product; by then facsimile machine 
will be simply another piece of indispensable household 
appliance. 
There is no doubt that the diffusion of facsimile 
into the residential sector presents immense 
opportunities for telecommunications services providers 
such as Hong Kong Telecom. In fact, in response to the 
residential facsimile movement Hong Kong Telecom had 
introduced the Homefax line of services. 
This research examined the current market of 
Homefax, projected its trend and proposed marketing 
strategies which capitalized on the research findings. 
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Overview of the Facsimile Line Services Market 
The commercialization of the facsimile technology 
brings in the co-existence of several facsimile products 
and services. The facsimile product market can be 
generally regarded as comprising of four areas They 
are the facsimile machines, facsimile lines, 
transportation and a range of value added facsimile 
services such as information retrieval by facsimile 
(Figure 1). 
In Hong Kong, the markets of facsimile machine 
and value added services are deregulated. However, the 
access and transportation services in the public domain 
are still the monopolized businesses of Hong Kong 
Telecom. Although the Government has announced to open 
these two areas for competition by 1993, by the time this 
report is being written, it is still in the stage of 
evaluating contenders' proposals. 
Hong Kong Telecom started developing the local 
facsimile market since the early eighties. The first 
facsimile machine was installed in Hong Kong in November 
1981. Since then, the company developed a range of 
services tailoring for this market. The company launched 
the first facsimile service package, the Faxline 100, in 
April 1986. This line access service was specifically 
designed for business users. Following this move, in 
July 1990, the Homefax service package was introduced to 
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A year later, in August 1991, the second product 
in the Homefax line, Homefax 2, was also introduced. 
Looking retrospectively, the evolution of use of 
facsimile has moved from international transmission in 
the early 1980's, to corporate use in the mid 1980's, to 
departmental use in the late 1980's, and now personal use 
in the office and at home in the early 1990's. 
Today, 17 out of 100 business lines are facsimile 
transmission lines. This makes Hong Kong second only to 
Japan in the density of facsimile lines (Table 1). 
TABLE 1 
WORLD FAX MARKET (END 1991) 
G3 FAX CONNECTION PER 
100 BUSINESS LINES 
Country No. of Fax Line 
Japan 26 





Source Hongkong Telecom 
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The Homefax Line of Product 
Residential facsimile services refer to all 
services designed to serve facsimile users in a home 
environment and among which one is Homefax. Homefax is a 
product line from Hong Kong Telecom offering managed 
lines for fax transmission and reception. Specifically 
it comprises two products - Homefax 1 and Homefax 2. In 
line access, Homefax 1 provides heavy users with a 
dedicated line exclusively for facsimile uses while 
Homefax 2 assigns a second directory number to a 
telephone line for facsimile uses. With Homefax 2, users 
can share fax transmission with ordinary voice calls in a 
single telephone line. 1 In order to serve all the needs 
of residential users, Homefax also packages with it a 
range of subsidiary services. The most prominent 
services are : 
i. Hong Kong Fax Directory listing and copy. 
ii. Access to advanced fax services offered by Hong 
Kong Telecom. 
iii. 002 international call charge review. 2 
iv. 014 operator enquiry hotline. 
v. Special call features such as call forwarding 
and abbreviated dialling. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. 
2 • 
See Appendix I for the pamphlet of Homefax from 
Hongkong Telecom. 
Registered Homefax use;s, have the ,right to appeal,if 
an international facs1m1le call 1S charged desp1te 
unsuccessful facsimile transmission. 
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The magic of Homefax 2 comes from the Duplex 
Ringing technology. This technology allows two numbers 
on a single telephone line which generate different 
ringing signals. A "short ring" signal on the first 
dialled number rings the telephone and does not activate 
the fax terminal while the "long ring" signal on the 
second dialled number will activate the fax terminal 
after one or two ringing cycles. In this way the caller 
can indicate the type of call and no confusion or 
misoperation can arise. 
With the provision of the subsidiary services, 
the Homefax products are charged at a premium to that of 
an existing residential telephone line. Both Homefax 1 
and Homefax 2 are charged at a monthly rental of HK$ 84 
while the rental of a residential telephone line is HK$ 
56 per month. 
Hong Kong Telecom's Considerations 
The fact that there is no compatible product in 
the market does not mean the Homefax line has no 
., competition' . Homefax can be viewed as a discretionary 
product. According to Hong Kong Telecom's terms and 
conditions, an ordinary telephone line should not carry 
data or facsimile traffic; however, residential fax users 
may choose not to subscribe to Homefax. Operationally 
users can simply connect a facsimile machine to their 
residential telephone lines for sending and receiving 
facsimile messages. 
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If a user sees no benefit of subscribing to the 
subsidiary services, he can save the extra 28 dollars by 
avoiding the Homefax registration. 
The merit of Homefax 2 is sharing a single 
telephone line, but this benefit can be mimicked by 
facsimile machine manufacturers. Certain machines now 
available from the market have automatic facsimile 
detection. Incoming calls are intercepted and facsimile 
calls can be distinguished by detecting the facsimile 
call set up tones. 
Although the Homefax line products have been 
launched for over two years, there was no scientific 
research of a massive scale into this market. Naturally, 
there were some market estimations and user behaviour 
characteristics which Hong Kong Telecom would like to 
ascertain. Hong Kong Telecom believed there was a 
significant portion of residential facsimile users who 
did not register in Homefax. What were the reasons 
behind? Besides, there were also internal controversies 
over the effectiveness of the advertising campaigns. 
In this regard, Hong Kong Telecom would like to 
examine the current market of Homefax and explore its 
potential. It is the endeavor of this project to provide 
valuable information in these perspectives for Hong Kong 
Telecom to expand its marketing operations. 
9 
Research Objectives 
Use of residential fax lines is considered an 
innovation in the study. Through an understanding of the 
adoption of residential facsimile usage, the study aims 
to explore the market potential of Homefax services 
offered by Hong Kong Telecom, and to arrive at the right 
strategy of marketing mix for Homefax. 
In order to achieve the goals of the research, 
the study pursues the following objectives: 
i. To examine the current market of Homefax 
provided by Hong Kong Telecom. 
ii. To examine the perception and understanding of 
the consumers towards Homefax, including the 
features and the price. 
iii. To explore the potential market for Homefax. 
iv. To identify the applications currently used or 
desired by the consumers. 
v. To find out the reasons why the consumers do 
not install a fax machine at home or do not 
register at the Hong Kong Telecom as a 
subscriber. 
vi. To arrive at the right marketing mix for the 
product of Homefax. 
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The Scope of the Study 
i. The study focuses on residential fax lines. 
ii. The researcher assumes the role of a business 
executive who employs various resources to help 
him solve a real life business problem. He is 
to review the relevant literature, conduct 
consumer survey and to interview field 
personnel to collect data which are relevant to 
his business problem. 
iii. The study draws on concepts from marketing and 
consumer behaviour to analyze the existing 
market as well as the potential market on 
residential fax uses. 
iv. The study employs a practical approach in that 
only methods applicable to the real life 
business situations will be examined. 
v. Using the present features of the product of 
Homefax as a basis, the study attempts to 
modify the other elements of the marketing mix, 
i.e. price, promotion, channel of distribution 
to arrive at a pragmatic marketing strategy. 
11 
Report Organization 
This introduction chapter set the stage on which 
this research was developed by disseminating background 
information. 
Following this, Chapter Two drew on the relevant 
theoretical frameworks which we thought contribute 
perspectively to the examination of the Homefax market. 
Chapter Three was the methodology chapter which detailed 
the why and how this research was conducted. All 
relevant results of the research were presented in 
Chapter Four. 
Recommendations and Conclusion was Chapter Five. 
By integrating the theoretical framework and research 
findings, this last chapter portrayed the present and 
potential market profile of Homefax. Finally, strategies 




Diffusion of Innovation1 
Successful introduction of new products is a 
critical component of contemporary marketing programs. 
In this research, use of residential facsimile lines in 
home settings is considered an innovation. According to 
Rogers, diffusion is defined as the process by which an 
innovation (new idea) is communicated through certain 
channels over time among the members of a social system. 
The main elements in the diffusion of innovation 
include: 
i. the innovation (new product, service, idea, 
etc. ) 
ii. the communication (through certain channels) 
iii. time (at which certain individuals decide to 
adopt the product relative to others) 
iv. the social system (interrelated people, groups, 
or other systems) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. E.M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, 3/e, New York 
: Free Press, 1983. 
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The Innovation 
The innovation is defined as any idea or product 
perceived by the potential innovator to be new. The 
question often arises as to how "different" a new product 
must be to be considered "qualitatively new".' At 
present, there is already a high awareness of the 
population to usage of facsimile machines. However, the 
usage of facsimile machines in office settings is more 
common than in residential settings. Moreover, the 
installation of the Homefax services is still an 
innovative idea not adopted by everyone of the facsimile 
users. 
We see an increasing trend of usage of facsimile 
machines at home. As more and more people use facsimile 
machines and subscribe to Homefax services, the facsimile 
machine itself will become a more useful product, thereby 
further stimulating more people to adopt its usage. It 
has a great potential to become a mass market product. 
The communication 
Communications affecting the diffusion of 
innovation may be of two types, informal and formal. 
Informal communications are largely outside the influence 
of the marketer and consist of reference-group and family 
influences. It is often assumed that the people who 
first adopt a product are the ones who influence and are 
therefore instrumental in the diffusion process. 
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On the other hand, formal communication refers 
to some structured means of communication, like mass 
media. Marketers have more control over these 
communication channels and the use of which channel is a 
major decision in the planning of advertising programmes. 
Engel, Blackwell and Miniard1 recognizes the 
significance of word of mouth in the adoption of a new 
product. The more innovative the product, the more 
likely consumers will be influenced by an existing user 
of the product or someone they consider an "expert" on 
the subject. 
Although marketers have little control over the 
informal communication, marketers have more control over 
some factors, such as product characteristics, pricing, 
and resource allocations, which contribute to the speed 
of diffusion. 
Time 
Considerable time is taken in the gradual 
acceptance and buying of a product. The decision to 
adopt a new product, like all other consumption 
decisions, is a process rather than an event. People 
recognize problems, search for alternatives, decide to 
purchase the new product, and perhaps eventually purchase 
it. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. J.F. Engel, R.D. Blackwell and P.W. Miniard, 
Consumer Behavior, 6/e, Dryden Press, 1990. 
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Like all the other communication devices like 
mobile telephones, pagers, people have first recognised 
the needs of faster and, more convenient communication 
before they search for alternatives. Use of residential 
facsimile machines satisfies the people's certain 
communication needs which cannot be satisfied by other 
communication products. Thus a group of "early 
adopters" emerge. Gradually, the process diffuses to the 
other individuals in the potential market, which is the 
"early maj ori ty" . (See Figure 2) 
Social system 
Social system refers to the reference group to 
which individuals using the new product belong. The 
individual's acceptance of a product and his relation to 
the rest of the group are both so important that one 
cannot be appropriately analyzed without considering the 
other. 
Usage of facsimile machines at home relates to a 
population of individuals who are functionally 
differentiated and engaged in collective problem-solving 
behaviour. The increase in the number of individuals 
using the product enhances the "usefulness" of the 
product. The adoption decision is influenced to some 
extent by the norms of the group to which the individual 
belongs. 
Innovators 2' ,% 
----- -X-2C1 
FIGURE 2 
ADOPTION CLASSES IN DIFFUSION 
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Source Engel, James F., Roger D. Blackwell and Paul W. 
Miniard, Consumer Behavior. 6th ed. Florida : 
Dryden Press, 1990. 
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In order to understand and speed up the product's 
diffusion process, it is important for marketers to 
understand the characteristics of the early adopters as 
well as potential adopters. Use of Homefax services is 
considered a mass market product. It is necessary to 
develop communication programs making use of the ' mass 
media to create awareness and interest, to induce trial, 
and to influence the adoption pattern. 
Product Life Cycle1 
The product life cycle (PLC) concept plays an 
important part in the development of a product mix 
strategy. The PLC represents a pattern of sales over 
time, with the pattern typically broken into four stages. 
The four stages are: 
i. Introduction The product is new to the 
market. It is important to educate the 
potential buyers about what the product does, 
how it is used, who it is for, and where to buy 
it. 
ii. Growth - The product is now more widely known, 
and sales grow rapidly because new buyers enter 
the market and perhaps because buyers find more 
ways to use the product. 
J P G 'lt'nan G.W. Paul, Marketing Management, 1 . .. Ul 1 , 
McGraw Hill Inc., New York, 1991. 
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iii. Maturity - Sales growth levels off as nearly 
all potential buyers have entered the market. 
Consumers are now knowledgeable about the 
alternatives. Repeat purchasers dominate 
sales, and product innovations are restricted 
to minor improvements. 
iv. Decline - Sales slowly decline because of 
changing buyer needs or because of the 
introduction of new products which are 
sufficiently different to have their own life 
cycles. 
The growth rate of Homefax services is now at its 
recorded high. More and more people get to know the 
services which can address many of their communication 
needs. The rate of adoption of Homefax services has shown 
dramatic increase in the years of 1991 and 1992 (see 
Figure 3). The rate of growth of Homefax has by-passed 
its counterparts (i.e. Faxline 100 and Faxline 200) in 
the commercial facsimile market. According to some 
experienced managers in the field, Homefax usage has left 














GROWTH OF FAXLINES 
Average Net Gain Per Month 
.-------. -----.--- _._._---- -_ .. _-_ .. _ .. 
._. ----_. __ ._-_._- -- ---
6/85 12/85 6/86 12/86 6/87 12/87 6/88 12/08 6/89 12/89 6/90 12/90 6/91 12/91 6/92 
Month/Year 
Source Hongkong Telecom 
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Design of marketing programs1 
Primary demand. strategies are designed to 
increase · the level of demand for a product 2 by current 
non-users or by current users. Products in the 
introductory stage of the product-form life cycle (those 
having little or no competition) and products with large 
market shares are both likely to benefit from strategies 
designed to increase the number of product-form users. 
Such strategies aim to increase the willingness of the 
customers to buy. 
Elements of Marketing Mix 
One objective of the research is to arrive at a 
feasible plan of marketing mix for the product of 
Homefax, using the results of the survey as a basis. 
Before we could do so, it was important to assess the 
influence of various marketing programs on the products 
at different stages of the product life cycle. 
According to Guiltinan and Paul, over the course 
of the product life cycle, the productivity of different 
marketing programs and different marketing mix changes. 
Specifically, as the life cycle moves from introduction 
1. J.P. Guiltinan, G.W. Paul, Marketing Management, 
McGraw Hill Inc., New York, 1991. 
2. Specifically, primary demand refers to demand in a 
product form or class. 
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toward maturity and decline the following trends in the 
response of market share occur. 
Price - The impact of price on primary demand is 
usually very high during introduction. But the impact of 
price on market share is relatively low at this stage due 
to a lack of competitors. Price can be viewed both 
objectively and subjectively. In this study, the 
consumers' perception to price of a product is considered 
more significant to the marketers than the price itself. 
Product - As buyers gain more information from 
experience and from word-of-mouth communications they 
become more knowledgeable about the relative benefits and 
quality of various products. Thus, market share becomes 
increasingly responsive to product quality. 
Promotion - Over time, awareness of a brand and 
its attributes will grow with cumulative exposure to 
advertisements. Saturation levels may ultimately be 
reached. In any event, diminishing returns will set in 
so market share will become decreasingly responsive to 
awareness-oriented (as opposed to price-oriented) 
advertising. The market of Homefax services has not yet 
reached its saturation levels and advertisements have yet 
to contribute to the expansion of market share. 
Distribution - The existing channels of communi-
cation products are through Hong Kong Telecom shops and 
hotline services. To expand the existing channels, it is 
possible to make full use of the vendors and outlets for 
22 
the facsimile machines. At the product's growth stage, 
market share is increasingly responsive to distribution 
expenditures. 
Market Segmentation1 
According to Engel, Blackwell and Miniard, 
market segmentation refers to a strategy in which 
separate products or marketing mixes are prepared for 
components (i.e. segments) of the market that differ in 
distinct and meaningful ways. The goal is to develop 
criteria that effectively identify the segments, offering 
the highest potential of response to marketing efforts. 
Development of these criteria (or bases) is one 
of the most important roles for consumer research. Once 
segments are' identified, the task then becomes one of 
designing marketing strategies to capitalize upon the 
market potential within each segment. One prominent task 
of the marketers is to define the market segments of 
Homefax services and to identify the characteristics of 
the population likely to use these services. The 
following criteria on the overleaf page are candidates 
for segmenting the market of Homefax services: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - -
1. J.F. Engel, R.D. Blackwell, P.W. Miniard, Consumer 
Behavior, 6/e, Dryden Press, 1990. 
i. age and income 
ii. occupation 





·Although it is obvious that very many criteria 
can be used as bases of the market segmentation for 
Homefax products, we attempt to use the results of the 
findings of the survey to arrive at a more feasible plan 




~ This research is commissioned by Hong Kong 
Telecom in meeting genuine business needs. Research 
findings have direct bearing to marketing decisions in 
product, pricing, promotion and distribution strategies. 
Quoting Mr Edwin Chow, Branch Manager of Fax 
Product of Hong Kong Telecom, "Hong Kong Telecom needs to 
understand what applications are being used by 
residential fax users. What do they know about 
Homefax services? ... Are, they aware of the 'Two Dogs,l 
advertisement? Should we continue the present 
advertising campaign?" This series of questions calls 
for a research which addresses the problem in a practical 
manner. 
--------------------
1. This advertisement promotes the Homefax2 product by 
featuring two dogs named 'Ding' and 'Dong' sitting 
side by side. See Appendix 11 for a sample. 
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Research Planning 
The Perspective of a Practical Marketer 
In order to draw meaningful and useful results for 
recommendations to a marketing plan, we chose consumer 
survey as the principle method of research. Consumer 
survey is preferred over other research techniques such 
as literature review and interviews with experts and 
focus groups because 
i. Primary data can be obtained whereas literature 
review supplies only secondary data. 
ii. The residential fax market is new. 1 Few 
articles comprehensively cover this frontier in 
both the local and international arena. 
iii. Respondents are readily available as local 
market is the focus of assessment. 
iv. Albeit field experts can generalize the market 
trend with their professional wisdom, there 
lacks a scientific consumer survey of a 
comprehensive scale. 
--------------------
1. Homefax 1 was launched in July 1990 and Homefax2 in 
August 1991. 
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v. We admit focus group interview can provide 
insight into customer needs, applications and 
their product perceptions, but there is no 
means to generalize the findings for the entire 
market, such as in assessing the market 
potential. 
Although the primary focus of the research is a 
consumer survey, we also conduct literature review and 
personal interviews in order to focus the direction of 
the research and fine-tune the details of the 
questionnaire. 
Selection of Survey Method 




a product which serves the people living 
the unit of interest is a household. A 
survey is more suitable than mail 
questionnaires and personal interviews in this end. The 
merits of a ~elephone survey are : 
i. Data collection is speedy. There is no need to 
wait for the return of reply as in the case of 
mail questionnaires. 
ii. Interviewer can control the interview session 
instantly as co~pared to using directly mail 
questionnaires. 
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iii. Higher response rate is expected. Nearly every 
household possesses a telephone. 
iv. Sampling is easier. It is possible to generate 
a systematic random sample by manipulating the 
directory numbers. 
v Survey results are less SUbjective to selective 
response such as in mail questionnaires. 
Therefore results are more reliable. 
vi. Specific to this survey, projection of market 
potential can be readily performed by 
referencing the existing installed base of 
residential telephone lines as the unit of 
interest is individual household which can be 
approximated by residential telephone lines. 
Preparation of Survey 
A series of activities were conducted in 
assessing the information needs of the survey and 
designing the questionnaire. 
Interview with Hong Kong Telecom Personnel 
Four interviews were conducted with product 
management personnel of the Fax Branch of Hong Kong 
Telecom from November 1992 to January 1993. A list of 
interviewees is included in Appendix Ill. The objectives 
of these interviews were to identify genuine marketing 
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problems of Homefax; to understand the current market 
situation of fax lines; and to determine information 
needs from the angle of Hong Kong Telecom. 
Throughout the discussions, Hong Kong Telecom 
expressed special interest in the following areas 
i. The size of residential fax users who are not 
Homefax subscribers. 
ii. The reasons why users do not register Homefax. 
iii. The typical and potential applications of 
facsimile machines at home. 
iv. The size of the potential market of Homefax. 
v. Customers' perception towards the price of 
Homefax. 
Interviews with Users 
Four interviews were conducted with our friends 
in January 1993 in order to estimate the likely responses 
of users in the applications of and perceptions towards 
Homefax. 
These interviews proved to be very useful in 
questionnaire design in avoiding the missing of likely 
responses. In one of the interviews, a respondent 
indicated his company actually paid for his facsimile 
machine at home since he had to send materials to 
overseas clients after office hour due to regional time 
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zone difference. This response was originally missed in 
the draft questionnaire but in fact 'Company Work' proved 
to be a very important application of residential fax. 
Pilot Survey 
A pilot survey was carried out in late January 
1993. Directory numbers were drawn from pseudo-random 
sampling 1 and corresponding households were called. 
Respondents were interviewed according to a draft 
questionnaire. A total of 12 respondents responded in 
this pilot survey. 
During the pilot survey, we observed that 
respondents encountered difficulty in setting priorities 
of fax applications if they had no intention in 
installing fax machine at home. In the final design of 
the questionnaire this part was moved to the section 
answered by those potential and existing residential fax 
users only. 
Respondents also found difficulties when they 
were asked to rank the importance of fax applications on 
a six-point scale over the telephone. To ease things out 
the scale was changed to a four-point scale in the final 
version of the questionnaire. In fact, the pilot survey 
did contribute to several other amendments to the draft 
questionnaire. 
1. The sampling method is explained in the next section. 
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Sampling Plan 
A systematic random sample1 was selected from the 
residential telephone directories 2 for this survey, 
assuming the arrangement of the telephone numbers in the 
directories has no hidden periodicity or pattern, which 
is a reasonable assumption. A total of 900 numbers were 
included in the sample by first of order selecting a 
random starting page, and then choosing the first number 
that appears on every four pages of the directories. 3 
The 900 telephone numbers were then randomly 
assigned to six interviewers who conducted the interviews 
in their own home in the evening. At the end of the 
survey, 234 successful interviews were completed, 
yielding a response rate of 26 percent, which is 
satisfactory for surveys conducted in Hong Kong. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. W.G. Zikmund, Business Research Methods, 3/e, The 
Dryden Press, 1991,' pg 345. 
2. The following three directories from Hong Kong 
Telecom are used : New Territories Residential 
Telephone Directories 1992, Kowloon and Sai Kung 
Residential Telephone Directory 1992 and Hong Kong & 
outlying Islands Residential Telephone Directory 
1992. 
3. The three directories have a total of 3610 pages. 
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Questionnaire Design 
The final version of the questionnaire was 
attached in Appendix V. The questionnaire consisted of 
four sections. Section One identified the awareness of 
the respondents towards residential fax and Homefax, 
their source of information and the impact of the current 
advertisement. 
Section Two concentrated on the identification of 
the interest of the respondents in installing fax 
machines at home and subscribing to Homefax services, 
examined the importance of potential applications and 
captured customer perceptions towards the features and 
price of Homefax. 
The function of Section Three was similar to 
Section Two except that the subject was existing 
residential fax users. This section also attempted to 
determine the usage pattern and reasons why users did not 
subscribe Homefax. The last section captured the 
demographics of the respondents. 
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Conducting the Survey 
The survey was conducted from 1st February 1993 
to 18th February 1993. In order to increase the response 
rate, the survey was carried out at night from 8:00 pm to 
10:30 pm during which time more people should be at home. 
Results Analysis 
When the questionnaires were completed, the 
results were analysed using the SPSSPC+ package. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF SURVEY 
A total of 234 respondents were successfully 
interviewed. Among these respondents, only ten indicated 
they had no idea what facsimile was. 
There were instances of invalid or missing 
responses 1 to individual questions. The percentages in 
this report were calculated by excluding these invalid 
and missing responses. 
Demographics of Respondents 
Age 
The survey interviewed respondents aged from 13 
to 65 with both mean and median at 30 and the model class 
is from 30 to 39. A bell shape distribution of age is 
obtained. 
1. 'Invalid' means the question is not applicable to 
the respondent as a result of earlier answers given. 
'Missing' indicates the respondent supplies no 
answer to the question which he or she should be 
responded or the answer supplied cannot be analysed. 
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Age Group Percentage 
Under 10 0.0 
10 to 19 16.3 
20 ·to 29 31.1 
30 to 39 34.4 
40 to 49 12.4 
Over 49 5.7 
Sex 
Male respondents constituted 53.5 percent of the 
sample while female constituted 46.5 percent. 
Marital Status 
The respective percentages of respondents who 
were never married, married and of other status were 
51.2, 47.4 and 1.4 percent. 
Education Level 

















The occupations ,of the respondents are listed 






















The size of household recorded in this survey 
ranged from one to twelve with an average of four 
members, including the respondents. 
Household Income 
The most common class of household income is 
below HK$ 15,000 and the median income class is from HK$ 
15,000 to HK$ 25,000. The household income distribution 




$15,000 to $25,000 
$25,000 to $35,000 











The respondents were geographically located in 
the following districts. 
District 
Hong Kong 








Awareness of Facsimile and Homefax 
In general, the concept of communication by 
facsimile has gained wide acceptance. Out of the 234 
respondents, only 4.3 percent indicated they had no idea 
what facsimile was. 
Among the 224 respondents who understood what 
facsimile is, 87.5 percent said they knew facsimile 
transmission was possible in the home environment and 
42.3 percent recognised the Homefax services offered by 
Hong Kong Telecom. 
The results indicated the general public had high 
awareness towards residential facsimile usage and the 
product Homefax. 
Such high level of acceptance of the concept of 
using facsimile at home suggested that facsimile no 
- - - - - - -'- - - - - - - - - - ---
1. The distribution was found by examining the leading 
digits of the telephone numbers. 
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longer appeared as a technological innovation. There was 
no technical mystery which hindered the usage of it. 
Time has transformed facsimile into another piece of 
consumer service, just like telephony in communication 
and the usage of credit cards in the consumer finance 
sector. 
Channels of Diffusion of Information 
The most popular channel through which 
respondents recognized the existence of the Homefax 
product was through the hear-say of relatives and 
friends. Newspaper came to be the second most popular 
and was fol 'lowed by Magazines. The percentages in 
descending order are : 
Channel 















Awareness of the 'Two Dogs' Advertisement 
Hong Kong Telecom has been running the 'Two Dogs' 
advertisement for two years. The names of the two dogs, 
Ding and Dong, signify the Duplex Ringing capability of 
the Homefax 2 service which permits a single telephone 
line to carry both voice and facsimile transmission. 
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Ironically however, only 17.6 percent of the 
respondents could recall the advertisement and less than 
one fourth (21.3 percent) among them could tell the above 
message or associate the advertisement with Homefax 2. 
That corresponded to only 3.7 percent of all the 
respondents. The content design of the advertisement was 
less than effective. 
Profile of Residential Fax Adopters 
Size 
Out of the 234 respondents, 7.3 percent indicated 
they have installed facsimile machines at home. It is 
estimated there are 1.784 million residential lines by 
the end of March 1993. 1 Therefore the survey estimates 
the current installed base of residential fax to be 
130,000 lines. 2 
--------------------
1. The Hong Kong Telecom Annual Report 1992 (page 15) 
indicates there are 1.715 million residential lines. 
Growth rate in 1991 and 1992 were 3.9 percent and 
4.5 percent respectively. A medium 4 percent growth 
is assumed in estimating the size of residential 
lines in 1993. 
2. The 95 percent confidence interval estimate was from 
71,000 to 190,000 lines. 
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Demographics 
The average age of the adopters of residential 
fax was 26.4. That gave a projection that 68 percent1 of 
the adapters were aged from 19 to 34. The adopters in 
general were younger than the average respondent (aged 
30.6) . 
Male respondents constituted the majority of the 
adopters, being 73.3 percent while only 26.7 percent of 
the adopters were female. The percentages deviated 
significantly from the percentages of the overall sample. 
Adopters who were never married nearly doubled 
the size of those married, with percentages of 64.3 and 
35.7 respectively while corresponding proportions of the 
overall sample was roughly one to one. 
Over half of the adopters, 57.1 percent, were 
either matriculated or had post secondary level 
qualifications. The remaining 42.9 percent had 
educational attainment of up to secondary level. That 
suggested the adopters generally had higher education 
attainment when the percentages were compared to 19.7 
percent and 63.4 percent of the education levels 
respectively out of all respondents. 
--------------------
1. That was within plus and minus one standard 
deviation to the mean age of 26.4. 
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Among the adopters, 28.6 percent were 
professionals, 21.4 percent were students and both the 
self-employed and the white collar constituted 14.3 
percent respectively. 
The.average and also the most common household 
size, being four, were relatively the same as those of 
the entire sample. This suggests adoption has no 
association with household size. 
The household income of the adopters were 
generally higher. The survey recorded a bimodal 
distribution. About 29 percent each had monthly income 
in the class from HK$ 25,000 to HK$ 35,000 and the class 
of over HK$ 45,000. The mid point fell in the class 
from HK$ 25,000 to HK$ 35,000. 
Usage Characteristics 
On average the adopter households used facsimile 
16.5 times per week with 2.5 times being the most common. 
The average volume of each sending was 2.2 pages but most 
respondents transmitted 1.5 pages in every sending. This 
gave an average usage of 36 pages per week with an inter-
quartile range of 5 to 45 page. Regarding the proportion 
of international facsimile sending, the distribution 
spread evenly with an average of 51 percent. 
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Profile of Potential Residential Fax Adopters 
Size 
Among the respondents, 13.7 percent indicated 
that although they had not installed a fax machine at 
home, t ,hey had interest in installing one in future. 
This gave a projection of a further potential of 244,000 
residentialfax lines. 1 
Demographics 
The average age of the potential adopters was 
27.4. About 68 percent of the potential adopters were of 
age from 19 to 35. The potential adapters in general 
were younger than the average respondent (aged 30.6) . 
The difference in gender was not very prominent 
as compared to adopters. Of the potential adapters, 59.4 
percent were male and 40.6 percent were female. 
Marital statuses of potential adapters were 
similar to adopters; 62.5 percent were never married and 
37.5 percent were married. 
As for p d 11 ca! i (', t 1 (: [ ~. ; \ i j 1111 .. : : 1- ~ ~ 1. porcent 
compleL ~ :-" j secondary education, 34 ~, 4 percent were 
matriculated or had finished post-secondary courses while 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 . The 95 percent conf idence interval es t . imate was from 
166,000 to 323,000 lines. 
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12.5 percent were degree graduates. Education attainment 
was much better than the non-adapters. There were 19 
percent of non-adapters who completed secondary education 
but there were 47 percent for the potential adopters. 
The most popular occupations were, in descending 
order, white collar workers (25 percent), students (22 
percent), professionals (16 percent) ,house wives (9 
percent), managerial (6 percent) and blue collar workers 
(6 percent). When compared to the situation of adopters, 
white collar represented a much more significant segment. 
The household size characteristic was similar to 
the adapters and non-adapters. 
size was 4.8. 
The average household 
The median class of monthly income of household 
was from HK$ 15 j OOO to HK$ 25,000 which was lower than 
that of the adopters. However, the modal income class 
was higher than that of the non-adapters which was below 
HK$ 15,000. 
Reasons of Non-adoption 
Non-adapters made up the biggest proportion of 
the respondents; 65.8 percent expressed they had no 
interest in installing a facsimile machine at home. 
An overwhelming portion of non-adopters (95.4 
percent) indicated the primary reason of non-adoption was 
simply they had no such need. Only 1.3 percent declared 
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expensive cost was the reason. The other 3.3 percent 
cited other ,reasons. Very obvious, need fulfillment was 
a central drive of adoption or non-adoption. 
Profile of Existing and Potential 
Homefax Subscribers 
Size of Existing Homefax Subscribers 
About 2.6 percent of the respondents proclaimed 
they were Homefax subscribers. That gave an estimate of 
46,000 Homefax subscribers1 at the end of March 1993. 2 
Size of Potential Homefax Subscribers 
There were 62.5 percent of potential adapters who 
indicated they would register Homefax. This proportion 
corresponded to 153,000 subscribers. For existing 
residential fax line users who were not Homefax 
subscribers, estimated to have 53,000 users, 42.9 percent 
said the reason of non-subscription was because they did 
not know the service. For estimation purpose, let's 
assume, if they knew the service, the proportion of them 
who would be willing to subscribe Homefax was the same as 
the proportion of the'potential adopters, i.e. 62.5 
percent, there would be at least another 14,000 potential 
1. 2.6 percent of the estimated 1.784 million 
residential lines. 
2. The 95 percent confidence interval estimate was from 
10,000 to 83,000 subscribers. 
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Homefax subscribers. Therefore the total size of 
potential Homefax subscribers should be 167,000 lines. 1 
Demographics 
Statistical tests suggested no significant 
differences in the demographics of potential Homefax 
subscribers and non-subscribers of potential residential 
fax users except in household income. 2 The median income 
class of potential Homefax subscribers was in the inter-
val from 25,000 dollars to 35,000 dollars while the 
median income class of non-subscribers was in the inter-
val from 15,000 dollars to 25,000 dollars. 
Reasons of Non-subscription to Homefax 
The primary reason of non-subscription cited by 
existing residential fax line users was because they did 
not recognize the presence of the service (42.9 percent). 
'No need to do so' was the second reason, cited by 28.6 
percent of the respondents. The third reason was because 
they did not want to pay (14.3 percent). The second and 
third reasons suggested that those users were taking an 
indifference attitude towards Homefax. 
1. The 95 percent confidence interval estimate was from 
100,000 to 234,000 lines. 
2. Chi-square = 3.84 with a significance of 0.050. See 
Appendix VI for statistical analysis results. 
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Market Potentials 
Recalling the results of the previous sections, 
the market potential figures were 
Realized Unrealized 
Potential Potential Potential 
Residential Fax1 374,000 130,000 244,000 
Percentage 34.8 % 65.2 ~ 0 
Homefax2 213,000 46,000 167,000 
Percentage 21.6 % 78.4 % 
Of . those potential residential fax adopters, 
while 59.4 percent indicated they had no idea when to 
install, 6.3 percent said they would install within one 
year, 15.6 ~ercent in the second year, 12.5 percent in 
the third or fourth year and 6.3 percent in the fifth 
year or beyond. If the proportion of respondents who 
could not · tell the installation timeframe was 
appropriated according to the above proportions, demand 
forecast could be estimated. 
1. The 95 . percent confidence intervals of the 
potential, realized potential and unrealized 
potential were respectively: 237,000 to 513,000, 
71,000 to 190,000 and 166,000 to 323,000. 
2. The 95 percent confidence intervals of the 
potenti'al, realized potential and unrealized 
potential were respectively: 110,000 to 317,000, 
10,000 to 83,000 and 100,000 to 234,000. 
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The following demand forecast assumes a nominal 4 
percent annual growth of residential telephone lines 1 
with 59.4 percent who could not tell the installation 
timeframe appropriated. 
March March March March 
1993 1994 1995 1997 
Residential Fax 
Installed base 130,000 175,000 282,000 393,000 
Period net, gain n.a. 45,000 107,000 111,000 
Homefax 
Subscription 46,000 75,000 147,000 219,000 
Period net gain n.a. 29,000 72,000 72,000 
Percentage to 35.4% 42.9% 52.1% 55.7% 
Residential fax 
Facsimile Applications in a Home Setting 
Exclusiveness of Line Usage 
The sharing of a single line for both telephony 
and facsimile communication gained popularity. Among the 
adopter households, 64.7 percent indicated they shared 
the fax line with voice applications while 35.3 percent 
use a dedicated line solely for facsimile transmission. 
For the potential residential fax adopters, 71 , 
percent favored sharing the line with telephony and 25.8 
percent preferred dedicated lines for facsimile 
transmission. 
1. According to the Hong Kong Telecom Annual Report 
1992 (page 15) growth rates of residential lines in 
1991 and 1992 were 3.9 percent and 4.5 percent 
respectively. A medium 4 percent growth is assumed 
in estimating the size of residential lines in 1993. 
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Applications 
For existing residential fax adopters, in order 


































In general company work and personal business 
were the two most important applications, followed by 
personal investment and information retrieval. However, 
difference was still observed between adapters and 
potential adopters. It seemed company work out-weighted 
personal business for existing residential fax users. As 
claimed by a few users in the interviews, some companies 
1. Rated on a four-point scale on which One is 
unimportant and Four is very important. 
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actually paid for the installation of fax machines for 
their staff to work at home. But its importance would be 
overtaken by the purpose of personal business. 
To the surprise of some people, the need for 
personal communication was not that strong as some people 
predicted, that due to the volume of emigrations in the 
last decade, there should be a demand of using facsimile 
for communication with overseas relatives and friends. 
There was an interesting observation in the 
ranking of potential adopters of residential fax. 
Although the ranking by potential Homefax subscribers had 
no significant difference to the ranking of non-
subscribers in nearly all applications, potential Homefax 
subscribers ' placed a much higher importance score (3.55) 
to personal business as compared to the score by non-
subscribers (2.81). This suggests potential Homefax 
subscribers preferred a registered service in coping with 
their personal business needs. 
Price Perception 
Perception of adopters and potential adopters 
The existing residential fax users were willing 
to pay an average up to HK$ 63 per month1 for a fax line 
althoqgh the mode and median were both HK$ 56, the same 
--------------------
1. Standard Error = HK$8.64. The 95 percent confidence 
interval estimate was from HK$ 46 to HK$ 80. 
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monthly rental charge of a standard residential telephone 
line. In order to have a line which supported both voice 
and facsimile transmission, they were willing to pay on 
average additional HK$ 70 per month. 1 To enjoy the 
existing subsidiary services of Homefax, they would. pay 
on average another HK$ 47. 2 The figures added up to HK$ 
110 and HK$ 180 in order to enjoy the same services 
provided by Homefax 1 and Homefax 2. 
For potential residential fax users, the 
corresponding figures were 61 dollars for a basic fax 
line, additional 77 dollars for the sharing capability 
and another 47 dollars to enjoy the subsidiary services. 
The figures .added up to 108 and 185 dollars for Homefax 1 
and Homefax 2 respectively. 
According to the findings, the users were willing 
to pay more than what Hong Kong Telecom had been charging 
for Homefax'l and Homefax 2. There could be higher 
premiums for the Homefax services. 
However we would like to make a qualification. 
We suspected some respondents might unaware the question 
asked for additional dollars for the line sharing 
function and they might'assume they had to specify the 
total monthly rental. Even so the adopters and potential 
1. Standard Error = HK$8.55. The 95 percent confidence 
interval estimate was from HK$ 53 to HK$ 87. 
2. Standard Error = HK$10.6. The 95 percent confidence 
interval estimate was from HK$ 26 to HK$ 68. 
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adopters were willing to pay HK$ 117 and HK$ 124 
respectively .to enjoy the same service of Homefax 2. 
Attempt was made to estimate a price demand 
schedule for the Homefax product. Since we doubted the 
validity of the prices quoted on the line sharing 
function of Homefax 2, only demand schedule of Homefax 1 
was constructed. The result was illustrated in Figure 4. 
With a current monthly rental of HK$ 84, 60 percent of 
the potential adopters would consider to pay for Homefax 
and the price elasticity was estimated to be -0.89. 
Perception of potential Homefax Subscribers 
Regarding dedicated or shared fax line, there was 
no statistically significant differences in the amount 
willing to pay between potential Homefax subscribers and 
those who were not. 
However, statistical test suggested that there 
was a difference in the willingness of paying for the 
subsidiary service. 1 Potential Homefax subscribers would 
like to pay on average up to 54 dollars for the 
subsidiary .services but the non-subscribers would be 
willing to pay on averag~ up to 29 dollars only. 
--------------------
1. Although it was not very significant, the T test 
revealed a two-tail probability of 0.155 under 
pooled variance estimation. See Appendix VII. 
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FIGURE 4 
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Cummulative Percentage 
1. The cumulative percentage is the percentage of ' potential residential 
facsimile adopters who would consider subscribing a service package 
which has the same service benefits of Homefax 1. 




Rate of Change of Quantity of Demand 
Rate of Change in Price 
Rate of 'Change in Cumulative Percentage 
Rate of Change in Price 
(48% - 73%) / 60 % 
($104 - $64) / $84 
= approximately -0.89 
3. Based on 28 cases obtained in the survey. 
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Perception to Subsidiary Services 
The ranking by adopters and potential adopters on 
the relative importance of the Homefax subsidiary 
services were the same. The rankings were : 
Services 
002 international call 
charge review 
Hotline enquiry service 
Rights to connect to other 
fax services by HKT 
Free copy of Fax Directory2 

















Relations of Demographics to Adoption 
Statistical tests revealed some interesting 
relationships worth mentioning. 
Statistical test indicated age was correlated 
with adoption. 3 Young respondents were more innovative. 
The majority (68 percent) of the adopters and potential 
adopters were in the age from 19 to 35. 
1. Rated on a four-point scale on which One is 
unimportant and Four is very important. 
2. Hong Kong Fax Directory. 
3. F value = 2.47 with a significance of 0.0865. See 
Appendix VIII. 
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Gender also showed a mild degree of association 
with adoption. 1 Male tend to be more innovative. 
Regarding marital status, 
significant association with adoption. 
there was no 
Association was fairly strong with education 
attainment. 2 There were higher proportions of adopters 
and potential adopters for the more educated. For those 
with post-secondary qualifications, the proportion of 
adoption and .potential adoption was 43 percent while the 
proportion was only 15 percent for those who only 
completed secondary school or below. 
Statistics did not confirm there was a 
correlation of adoption with household size. However, 
the association of household income to adoption was 
significant. 3 If we draw a line at monthly income of 
25,000 dollars, 40 percent of household with monthly 
income at or above 25,000 dollars were adopters or 
potential adopters while only 16 percent of household 
below this line were adopters or potential adopters. 
As household income highly associated with 
adoption, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the higher 
the household income, the more willing the household 
--------------------
1. Chi-square = 3.62 with a significance of 0.164. See 
Appendix XI. 
2. Chi-square = 18.72 with a significance of 0.00009. 
See Appendix X. 
3. Chi-square = 16.1 with a significance of 0.00033. 
See Appendix XI. 
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would pay for Homefax. Surprisingly enough statistical 
test did not confirm any significant association petween 
these two variables. 1 This fact was also confirmed by a 
few respondents who commented during the telephone 
interviews· that so long if they needed facsimile 
communication at home, they were willing to pay higher 
prices. 
One possible explanation given by us to the 
income effect is : There is no direct connection between 
household income and adoption. The fact is that members 
of high income households, may be due to a different 
lifestyle, profession or social status, have some generic 
or derived needs, not exhibited by low income household 
members, which can be met by facsimile communication in 
the home setting. 
For example, these high income households had 
more money for investment which might require timely 
acquisition of financial update via facsimile; or they 
were executives who might need to communicate with their 
overseas clients using facsimile after office hours. 
However, the explanation is only a conjecture which had 
not been assessed in this research. 
--------------------
1 . ANOVA test gave an F value of .923 with a 
significance of 0.469. See Appendix XII. 
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Qualifications of Results 
The ~urvey had a relatively low level of missing 
answers. Out of the 63 units of queries on the 
questionnaire, the majority of the questions had missing 
cases less than 10 percent and there was no quest,ions 
with missing cases over 25 percent. 
distribution of missing cases. 
Below is the 
Missing Frequency 
Below 5 percent 
5 to < 10 percent 
10 to < 15 percent 
15 to < 20 percent 










Nevertheless, the survey predicted accurately in 
some aspects. The survey projected a sUbscription base 
of 46,000 for' Homefax at end of March 1993. Figures from 
Hong Kong Telecom showed that the Homefax subscription 
base at end of November 1992 was 34,545 and the net gain 
at the same period was 1945 and was increasing (Table 2). 
Counting four months from end of November 1992 to end of 
March 1993~the projected subscription base would be 
42,325. This figure is close to the survey prediction of 
1 46,000. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - -
1. This is less than one standard error of 18,000. 
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TABLE 2 
GROWTH OF FAX LINES - NOVEMBER 1992 
Total no. of new applicants 5,717 
Total net gain 3,896 
Business 1,951 
Residential (Homefax) 1,945 
Total no. of Faxlines 182,979 
Source Hongkong Telecom 
The predicted Homefax net gain of 29,000 in 
financial year 1993/1994 also looks very realistic. This 
corresponded to an average monthly net gain of about 
2,400 lines. To confirm our finding, we probed Hong Kong 
Telecom and the latest information from them indicated a 
monthly growth of 2,000 lines in February 1993. This was 
very close to our estimate. 
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CHAPTER V 
, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Review of Market Situation 
In ' the present era of information, 
telecommunication services have become one of the most 
profitable segments of business. Hong Kong Telecom is 
paying more attention to its value-added services now. 
The aims of these marketing programmes are to identify 
the target market segments and to increase market 
shares. 
On product life cycles, the product of Homefax 
has already passed its introductory stage and entered its 
growth stage. Results of the survey predicted a rapid 
increase of 2,400 residential facsimile lines per month. 
Latest information from Hong Kong Telecom revealed an 
increase of 2,000 lines per month in February 1993. It 
is recognised that the market of Homefax services is a 
long way from saturation (at present 21.6 percent real-
ized), there is high potential of growth. As the product 
is at its growth stage, primary demand strategies are 
more favoured. These strategies aim to increase the 
number of first time buyers. It becomes necessary to 
gear marketing programs towards this direction. 
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The survey findings give a clear picture of the 
existing users of Homefax. The "early adopters" of 
Homefax services represent a group of young professionals 
or business executives who have the need to work outside 
office hours at home. They are a group of typical ,Hong 
Kongers who have the "work craze". The use of facsimile 
machines at home can provide them with the following 
advantages: 
i. th~ capability to receive messages while out; 
ii. the capability for overseas communication when 
time zone differences were no longer an 
obstacle; and 
iii. the ability to make photocopy at home. 
The ' trend is that more and more people will adopt 
the use of facsimile machines at home. By the effect of 
informal communication, or word of mouth, the pattern 
will gradually diffuse through time to the other members 
of the social system, thereby increasing the total base 
of facsimile usage. As indicated earlier, the unrealized 
potential for residential facsimile lines is 244,000. 
Facsimile machine, as a communication tool, is seen as a 
mass market product. The increase in the ownership of 
the product -actually enhances the "usefulness" of the 
product. The foreseeable trend is that it will become 
more and more popular like pagers and telephone. 
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Planning of marketing strategies 
Based upon the trend of usage, primary demand 
strategy is more preferred than selective demand 
strategy. The primary demand strategy aims to increase 
the number of users of a product, i.e. increasing the 
number of first-time buyers. To achieve this end, it is 
necessary to increase the customers' willingness to buy. 
In this case, the demand for Homefax services is driven 
by the need, or occupational needs of the working 
executives. 
Target Market Segment 
As described earlier, there is a well-defined 
market segment indicated by the survey findings. They 
are a group of professionals or business executives aged 
around 27, and of matriculated or higher education. They 
had a monthly family income of over HK$25,OOO. They 
represent a target market of Homefax as well as a target 
for the marketing strategies. 
Price Strategy 
As indicated by the survey findings, price did 
not stand 6ut as a significant factor in determining 
Homefax subscription. For the line access function, on 
average, the respondents were willing to pay a fee of 
HK$63 per month for a residential facsimile line. For a 
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line with both facsimile and voice function, they were 
willing to pay an additional HK$70 per month. The price 
levels indicated by the ~espondents were all above the 
existing price levels set by Hong Kong Telecom, HK$ 56 
for a bare telephone line. 
As far as the non-users of facsimile machines 
were concerned, "no such need" was given by many (95.4 
percent) as a reason. It can be concluded that the 
presence of needs, more than other factors like price, 
dominates the usage pattern of the facsimile machines. 
As price elasticity was estimated to be only slightly in-
elastic (-0.89) at the current price level, increasing 
price brings no substantial benefit to Hong Kong Telecom. 
As a result, we recommend price of Homefax stays at the 
current level to facilitate a more effective promotion 
strategy. However, this does not rule out the launching 
of any price base sale promotion programmes. 
Product Development Strategy 
To induce first-time buyers of the market, it is 
necessary to: 
i. demonstrate the benefits offered by the Hornefax 
services; 
ii. develop new services not available in the past; 
iii. promote new benefits of the existing services. 
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As product benefits are the major theme of 
marketing strategies, it is necessary to pay attention to 
the existing features of Homefax services and to develop 
new features that are likely to be beneficial to the 
customers. Results of the survey indicate that the 
consumers do value the following subsidiary services, in 
particular the first two: 
i. 002 international call charge review 
ii. 014 hotline enquiry service 
iii. Right to connect to other facsimile services 
offered by Hong Kong Telecom 
iv. Receive a copy of Fax Directory 
v. Number listed in the Fax Directory 
As indicated by the findings, respondents of the 
survey were willing to pay an additional HK$47 for such 
services. Many other form of services can be developed 
by Hong Kong Telecom with the aim to attract new 
customers to the market. For example, call waiting can 
be developed for the voice directory number in Homefax 2 
while call waiting is not activated when the second 
directory number is receiving facsimile. Such feature 




The primary reason of non-subscription to Homefax 
services was "no knowledge of the service" (·42.9 
percent). In order to attract more users of the Homefax 
services, it is necessary to generate awareness of the 
services. In planning the objectives of the advertising 
programmes, . the following should be considered as the 
possible objectives: 
i . Awareness 
ii. Positive benefits of the use of Homefax 
iii. Corporate and product-line image building 
First, the marketers should plan advertisements 
to promote a~areness of the product of Homefax. Then it 
becomes necessary to demonstrate the ways to use the 
product, such as to receive overseas orders, to 
communicate -with overseas offices, to submit project 
proposals or reports outside office hours, etc. Further, 
facsimile can also be used to obtain valuable information 
on weather, news and finances, etc. 
It can be antic{pated that Duplex Ringing is an 
item likely to be welcomed widely. Most respondents (71 
percent) preferred shared line of facsimile and voice 
rather than single line for facsimile. Hong Kong Telecom 
is right to put the feature of Duplex Ringing as the 
focus of its advertisements. 
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Quite surprisingly, only 17.6 percent of the 
respondents answered that they had seen the "Two Dogs" 
advertisement before. Among these respondents, only 21.3 
percent of them could correctly recall the message of the 
"Two Dogs" ao.vertisement, i.e. the benefits of Duplex 
Ringing~ It can be inferred that the usage of dogs may 
be too remote to most Hong Kong people although there is 
a general trend to use dogs in today's advertisements. 
It is suggested that Hong Kong Telecom can quote some 
realistic personalities in some real life situations in 
future advertisements. 
As indicated by the results of the survey, 
friends and relatives (word-of-mouth) seems to be a 
prominent channel through which the knowledge of Homefax 
disseminates. The other less prominent channels are 
newspaper and magazines. It is perhaps fruitful to fully 
utilize these channels to spread the message about Home-
fax because they have a capacity to reach a wide range of 
readers. 
To boost up sales at the initial stage, it is 
also feasible to launch sales promotion programmes, to 
provide free product trial. Other distribution network 
can be fully utilized, like vendors of facsimile 
machines, Hong Kong Telecom CSL shops and exhibitions on 
telecommunic~tion products. The overall purpose is to 
generate a widespread awareness to Homefax. 
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Epilogue 
In sum, the results of the survey presented quite 
an optimistic outlook to the future of the Homefax market 
in Hong Kong~ The working executives are, among others, 
the first prominent group of adopters of Homefax. As the 
process of diffusion of innovation works, it effectively 
brings the usage to the other members of the social 
community. 
Nowadays, usage of facsimile machines or 
subscription to Homefax services is still discretionary 
to most of the members of the popUlation. It has not yet 
come to a stage when facsimile has become a necessity of 
living. Thus there is still much room for the marketers 
to manoeuvre until it becomes a necessity of life! 
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Homefax. APPENDIX I 
al1d HOl11efax 2 
Residential fax users have special needs. In some cases, the fax machine serves as 
the busy communications hub for a home office. In other cases it is an infrequent but 
valuable back .. tip to the telephone - useful for exchanging quick messages with 
friends or for correspondence with the office. 
Homefax 
110~efax is the residential equivalent of Faxline 100. It is a complete and 
dedic'lted fax service, but at a reduced rate for residential cllstomers. Homefax service 
includes a separate Faxline with its own number. It is ideally suited to the home user 
\vith heaVy fax traffic requirements, or someone with a specific need to use fax and 
telephone simultaneously. 
Homefax 2 · 
Some res~dential users only need to send or receive fax occasionally. For them, 
Hong Kong Telephone has provided a new service package called I-Iomefax 2. 
Customers get two numbers, one for phone and one for fax. ll1anks to a new 
technology called Duplex Ringing, both phone and fax can now share the same line. 
Duplex Ringing generates a distinctive ringing cadence depending on \vhether the fax 
number or the telephone number is being called. Newer fax machines can 
discriminate between the two ringing cadences and will only answer calls directed to 
the fax number. If your fax machine does not support Duplex Ringing, you can add a 
Duplex Ringing switchbox that connects the fax machine and telephone set to the 
Homefax 2 line. 
In addition, Homefax 2 includes several of the most popular services, like Call 
Forwarding & Call Security. If you plan to add a fax at home, "'e can even convert 
your existing residentinl telephone line to Home(ax 2 service without incurring any 
installation charge. 
Special Access Codes 
~ 002 International Service 
I ~ I 014 Fax Operator Service 








~ Storefax ~ (Except Home(ax 2) 
Additional Homefax Benefit 
~ Hong Kong Fax Directory listing & copy 
Special HO,mefax Features 
Call Forwarding I Q I Call Security 
Call Forwarding on removal 
Additional · Homefax 2 Benefit 
~ Hong Kong Fax Directory listing 
~ SUREFAX100 * 
iI Telexfax 
~ Weatherfax 
Special Homefax 2 Features 
IA.D.I Abb~eviated Dialling 
fQl ~ Call Security 
191 Do-Not-Disturb(on Voice) 
1.J'il Call Forwarding(on Voice) 
~ Duplex Ringing 
111-1 Appointment Service (on Voice) 
I.' Conference Calling 








" , line. 
'''Ding'' ' "Dong" 
~" ;-,' '\ 
,,~t.l 





LIST OF INTERVIEWS WITH PRODUCT MANAGEMENT 
OF HONG KONG TELECOM 
First Interview 
7th November 199.2 
Ms. Barbara Chiu 
Demonstration 
21st November 1992 
Product Manager, Fax Branch 
Hong Kong Telecom 
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In order to get a better understanding of the fax 
services, we attended a demonstration session 
performed by Hong Kong Telecom staff on the various 
fax service in the Demonstration Room of Hong Kong 
Telecom. 
Second Interview 
28st November 1992 
Ms. Barbara Chiu 
Third Interview 
15th December 1992 
Mr. Edwin Chow 
Fourth Interview 
9th January 1993 
Ms. Angela Wong 
Product Manager, Fax Branch 
Hong Kong Telecom 
Branch Manager, Fax Branch 
Hong Kong Telecom 
Product Manager, Fax Branch 
Hong Kong Telecom 
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APPENDIX IV 
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n - enrr nn~wcred but Interview ("n"nol ("l'Ird('tI on . 
Cont:1cl u'esulls 
I-~-~---.,.-----..--. 
Oir~.doly Number 2 3· 4 5 
._- .. _--._------_ .. _._--------_ . 
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.~~7L.4-a.tJ._O __ ,_tL, __ , 
_ rY / 'z / q ~ Z t1 __ 1 __ 1. _ __ .. ______________ . __ _ 
J ti S~t .s- ?£ __ t-,-M-,--~-,-- &' __ 1 __ ' __ . ___ ._. ____ . __ 
.tAr; s-~ 70 tJ ~_I __ II __ ' ___ . ____ ._. _______________ __ • 
1--, ---.. -------_________________ _ 
2. / . .1. (sL1.-I--_-f_~I1_,--,.--,-- . ______________________ . ___ .. 
-~l16 J,J I~ Nl/ _ .. ___ . __________ . _____ . ____ . _____ _ 
6 i: ~ ~~<-? ~ Z A/1 jJJ:A_. __ 1 ___ 1. __ 
-S'l1 I ZS- ~ _L\L,1_'_'_I_. ___ .. _______________ ._ ... 
_~Z£../.. 95·- 7J- All? ,AIr] 
._---_. __ .
.-l!l(L~ __ {~::....._-lJ_. __ ,_-'-'--r;_,-Iv->~~ ___________________ ._. ____ . 
-dt-5./L6~-9-1_ .LJI3-t-_,--t-- __ .___ . ____ _____________ _ 
._ .~~17 · I LLtZ -A-I---t---,- . ________________ .. 
__ '14.) 5-6,-"tt~ -tL 1--.--r-- I ------
.-2 e' t:l -l J __ ~1 .1\1.1 AI/} 8 .M1 _ _ _ .. ___ . ___________ . _________ .. ___ . __ _ ._---_._-_ .. _--- -
.-!i. 0 6_71£~ t1 _ .. _ . __________ . ______ . ______ _ 
__ $ ~JO 7 J!!LS ~ _ .. _ . _____ . ____ . __ . ____ _ 
__ S-/f L_{.~~9 8' N It . ______________ . _______ . 
_.l 8" S- if'Ro I\I~ .-!Y!L1_ . ___ . _____ . ___ . _______ . __________ .. _ 
._~ D9~.1-o 3 LtI{t ________________ . _____ . ____ ._._ . _____ _ 
~o 6" 7J" (J' A ______ .. _________ . 
.. ~_ _.:;, ~Lt_-,-- ---- ---- ------.------
_~?_J~ S::1~~ _ .LV.L1_11{1 ____ . __ ._ .. _ .. ________ ._. ___ . _____ . ____ ._ 
. --6J .?· s.s- a »11 Al1_. __ __ . ____ .. __ . _______ . ___ _ 
_ ~s-19 0 s-9 q I<. _ . __ . _____________ . _____ . ________ ._ 
3~ ~6· C' ~~f··:S~-_1_ _ J_L_I-.l.---I.----'---.---. _ 
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APPENDIX V 
ENGLISH VERSION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
STUDY OF THE MARKET QF HOMEFAX 
Telephone Number: 
Date: 
Start Time of interview: 
(I AM A STUDENT OF THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG. 
I AM CONDUCTING A MARKET SURVEY. MAY I SPARE YOU A FEW 
MINUTES FOR AN INTERVIEW ON THE USAGE OF HOMEFAX?) 
SECTION ONE 
1. Do you know what is fax? 
(1) Yes (GO TO QUESTION 2) 
(2) No (THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP) 
(9) Not Applicable (THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP) 
2. Do you know that fax machine can be used in the home 
environment? 
(1) Yes 
(2) No (THE ANSWER IS YES) 
(9) Not Applicable 
3. Do you know that Homefax services are available at 
the Hong Kong Telecom? 
(1) Yes (GO TO QUESTION 4) 
(2) No (GO TO QUESTION 5) 
(9) N.A. (GO TO QUESTION 5) 
4. From what sources have you heard of Homefax services 
provided by the Hong Kong Telecom? 
YES NO N.A. 
(a) TV ' advertisements (1 ) (2) (9 ) 
(b) magazines (1 ) (2 ) (9 ) 
(c) newspapers (1 ) (2 ) (9 ) 
(d) Hong Kong Telecom/CSL shop (1 ) (2) (9 ) 
(e) exhibition ( 1) (2 ) (9 ) 
(f) vendors (1 ) (2) (9 ) 
(g) friends and relatives (1 ) (2) (9 ) 
(h) others (Please specify) 
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5. Have you come across a Hong Kong Telecom 
advertisement of two dogs? ' 
(1) Yes 
(2) No (GO TO QUESTION 7) 
(3) Don't Know (GO TO QUESTION 7) 
(9) Not Applicable ' (GO TO QUESTION 7) 
6. Do you know what the advertisement aims to promote? 
(THE ADVERTISEMENT PROMOTES: 
I i. HOMEFAX SERVICES 
11. DUPLE~ RINGING SERVICE 
iii. SHARED LINE OF FAX AND VOICE CALL) 
(1) Correct 
(2) Wrong 
( 3 ) Don't know 
(9) Not Applicable 
7. Do you own a fax machine at home? 
(1) Yes (GO TO QUESTION 18-28) 
(2) No (GO TO QUESTION 8-17) 
(9) Not Applicable (GO TO QUESTION 29-35) 
SECTION TWO (ANSWER TO Q 7 IS NO) 
8 • Are you interested in installing a fax machine 
9 • 
home in ,the future? 
(1) Yes (GO TO 
(2) No (GO TO 
(3 ) Don't Know (GO TO 
(9 ) No,~ Applicable (GO TO 
Why are you not interested 
machine at home? 
(1) No such use 
(2) Too. expensive 
(3) Don't Know it is possible 
(4) Others (Please specify) 
(9) N'ot Applicable (qo TO QUESTION 29-35) 
10. About what time in the future? 
(1) less than 1 year 
( 2 ) 1- 2 years 
(3) 3-4 years 
(4) more than 5 years 
( 5 ) Don't Know 





in installing a 
at 
fax 
11. will the fax line be used mainly for fax or commonly 
for fax and telephone? 
(1) Fax only 
(2) Common for fax and telephone 
( 3 ) Don't Know 
(9) Not Applicable 
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12. How important do you think the ,following applica-
tions of fax machine at home will be? 
(YOU CAN CHOOSE 1 TO 4, 1 IS UNIMPORTANT AND 4 IS 
VERY IMPORTANT) 
Not important very Don't N.A. 
at all important Know (a) get information 
on weather, news, etc. 1 2 3 4 5 9 (b) private learning 1 2 3 4 5 9 (c) private investment 1 2 3 4 5 9 (d) business usage 1 2 3 4 5 9 ( e) professional/ 
occupational use 1 2 3 4 5 9 (f) leisure and entertainment 1 2 3 4 5 9 ( g) personal letters 1 2 3 4 5 9 (h) others (Please specify) 
13. How much monthly rental would you consider to install 
one additional line for fax? 
HK$ (999) N.A. 
14. If the present telephone line you are using can have 
fax and, voice function, how much monthly rental would 
you consider to install a line? 
HK$ (999) N.A. 







subsidiary services will be? 
(YOU CAN CHOOSE 1 TO 4, 1 IS UNIMPORTANT AND 4 IS 
VERY IMPORTANT) 
Not important very Don't N.A. 
at all important Know 
Number listed in the 
Fax Directory 1 2 3 4 5 9 
Copy of the Fax 
Directory 1 2 3 4 5 9 
Hotline service 1 2 3 4 5 9 
Right to other 
Fax services 1 2 3 4 5 9 
Right to dispute 
002 billing 1 2 3 4 5 9 
How much are you willing to pay for the above 
subsidiary services? 
HK$ (999) N.A. 
(WE KNOW HONG KONG TELECOM PROVIDES "HOMEFAX" 
SERVICES. YOU CAN SEND AND RECEIVE FAX AT HOME AND 
ALSO RECEIVE OTHER SERVICES. THEY CHARGE HK$84 PER 
MONTH) 
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17. Are you interested in registering as a user of 
Homefax . services provided by the Hong Kong Telecom? 
(1) Yes 
(2) Don't Know 
(3) No 
(9) Not Applicable (GO TO QUESTION 29) 
SECTION THREE (ANSWER TO Q 7 IS YES) 
18. Is the existing fax line used mainly for fax 
commonly fo~ fax and telephone? 
(1) Fax only 
(2 )' Common for fax and telephone 
(9) Not Applicable 
19. ' How important do you think the following applica 
tions of fax machine at home will be? 
or 
(YOU CAN CHOOSE 1 TO 4, 1 IS UNIMPORTANT AND 4 IS 
VERY. IMPORTANT) 
Not important very Don't 
at all important Know 
(a) get information 
on weather, news, etc. 1 2 3 4 5 
(b) private learning 1 2 3 4 5 
(c) private investment 1 2 3 4 5 
(d) business usage 1 2 3 4 5 
(e) professional/ 
occupational use 1 2 3 4 5 
(f) leisure and entertainment 1 2 3 4 5 
( g) personal letters 1 2 3 4 5 
(h) others (Please specify) 
20. How many times do you use fax machine at home? 
Approximately times per week 
(998) Cannot Decide 
(999) Not Applicable 
How many pages each time? 
Approximately pages 
(998) Cannot Decide 
(999) Not Applicable 






















( 3 ) Don't Know 
(9) Not Applicable 
(AS FAR AS WE KNOW, THE MONTHLY RENTAL FOR ONE 
RESIDENTIAL LINE IS HK$56, AND HONG KONG TELECOM 
DOES NOT PERMIT FAX TRANSMISSION THROUGH A NORMAL 
LINE ~ ) 
23. How much monthly rental would you consider to install 
one additional line for fax? 
HK$ (999) N.A. 
24. If the present telephone line you are using can have 
fax and voice function, how much monthly rental would 
you consider to install a line? 
HK$ (999) N.A. 
25. How important do you think the following 
subsidiary services are? 
(YOU CAN CHOOSE 1 TO 4, 1 IS UNIMPORTANT AND 4 IS 
VERY IMPORTANT) 
Not important very Don't N.A. 
at all important Know 
(a) Number listed in the 
Fax Directory 1 2 3 4 5 9 
(b) Copy of the Fax 
Directory 1 2 3 4 5 9 
(c) Hotline service 1 2 3 4 5 9 
(d) Right to other 
Fax services 1 2 3 4 5 9 
(e) Right to dispute 
002 billing 1 2 3 4 5 9 
26. How much are you willing to pay for the above 
subsidiary services? 
HK$ (999) N.A. 
27. Are you registered at the Hong Kong Telecom as a 
user of Homefax services? 
(1 ) Yes (GO TO QUESTION 29) 
(2) No (GO TO QUESTION 28 ) 
(3 ) Don't Know (GO TO QUESTION 29) 












Why don't you register at the Hong Kong Telecom as a 
of Homefax services? 
avoid payment of fees 
fees too expensive 
not aware of the services 
infrequent usage of fax 
inconvenient 
no such need 
vendor advice 
Others (Please specify) 
(9) Not Applicable 
SECTION FOUR 
(THE FOLLOWING ARE QUESTIONS ON YOUR PERSONAL 
PARTICULARS) 
29. What is your age? 
(999) Not Applicable 
30. What is your sex? 
(1) Male 
(2) Female 
































Others (Please specify) 
Not Applicable 
is ~our occupation? 









others (Please specify) 
Not Applicable 
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34. What is the total number of members (including 
yourself) living in your household? 
3S. What is your total household income per month? 




(S) over HK$4S,OOO 
(6) Don't Know 
(9) Not Applicable 
End of Questionnaire 
Ending Time of interview: ______________ __ 
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及卯2恥IX I V ( ^ ！ " ^ ) 問 卷 編 號 ： ― ^ ^ ^ 
家居彳窜直雷誌 
電 話 號 碼 ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .1’ "丨 … … 







� 9 � 不 適 用 I ” 1 
2，你知唔知係屋企都可以用圃文傳真機？ 
〈1〉知 
〈2〉唔知丨唔清楚 [答案偽可以既 ] 
� 9 � 不 適 用 
3，你知唔知香港電訊有種叫做「家居傳真」的服務，係屋企都可以 
利用傳真收發文件？ 
� 1 � 知 [續答第4題] 
� 2 � 唔 知 彳 唔 清 楚 [ 續 答 第 5 題 � ？ ： 
� 9 � 不 適 用 ^ I “ 】 � 2 
你有無係以下昵幾個途徑聽過或睇過香港電訊有「家居傳真」的 
服務？‘ 
有 無 不適用 
I電視廣告 〈1〉 〈2〉 〈9〉 
雜誌 ‘ 〈1〉 〈2〉 〈9〉 
(：.報紙 〈1〉“ 〈2〉 〈9〉 
！).電訊或(：孔商店 〈1〉 〈2〉 〈9〉 
1 展覽 〈1〉 〈2〉 〈9〉 
、 厂 銷 售 商 〈1〉 〈2〉 〈9〉 
親友 〈1〉 〈2〉 〈9〉 
1 其 他 ( 請 講 清 楚 ） ^ ― ― 
� . 1 




〈3〉唔知 [ “ ] 
















〈2〉無 [ 續 答 第 9 題 ] 「 3 









〈 4 〉 其 他 （ 請 講 清 楚 ） ― ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

















唔 重 要 非 常 重 要 唔知 不適用 
八 .索取各種資料 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
8，讀書學習上應用 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
。 個 人 投 資 ‘ 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
個人業務或副業 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
61. 公司工作霈要 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
！ 7 . 消 閒 娛 樂 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
北 同 親 戚 朋 友 通 訊 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 







肌求 � 9 9 9 � 不 適 用 
14.不過，如果你而家用緊既電話線可以有用黎傳真同打電話既功 
能，你會偽毎月額外收費多錢以下先會考慮用昵種服務昵？ 
服求 � 9 9 9 � 不 適 用 
15.你認為以下的輔助服務對傳真偽屋企應用方面有幾重要？請你 
就重要性俾1至4分。1分係唔重要而4分係非常重要。 
八 .你旣傳真機號碼會 唔 重 要 非 常 重 要 唔 知 不 適 用 
刊登係「香港圖文 � 1 2 3 4 � � 5 � � 9 � 
傳真名錄」 
8，你會得到一本「香 � 1 2 3 4 � � 5 � � 9 � 
港圖文傳真名錄」 
「 用 戶 熱 線 查 詢 服 務 � 1 2 3 4 � � 5 � � 9 � 
1 能接通電訊公司既 � 1 2 3 4 � � 5 � � 9 � 
其他傳真服務 








〈 1 〉 有 
〈2〉唔知 
� 3 � 無 
� 9 � 不 適 用 [跳去第29題 ] 
� 4 广. “ 
‘ 8 1 







I 索取各種資料 唔 重 要 非 常 重 要 唔 知 不 適 用 
^ 讀畲學習上應用 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
〔 個 人 投 資 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
1 個人業務或副業 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
公司工作霈要 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
「 消 閒 娛 樂 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
^ 同親戚朋友通訊 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
有 無 其 他 （ 請 講 清 楚 ） ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
20 ^  你係屋企每個星期大約用傳真機幾多次？ 
次 〈998〉不能決定 〈999〉不適用 
每次平均幾多頁？ 
^ ^ 一 頁 〈998〉不能決定 〈999〉不適用 
21.，當中有幾多成係傳真到外國昵？ 
― - 成 〈998〉不能決定 〈999〉不適用 
22 ^你偽唔係屋企裹面使用傳真機最多既人？ 







^ 收費要係幾錢以下你先會考慮安裝多一條電話線以外既線黎傳 ‘ 
真昵？ 





肌 求 ~ ― ― ^ 〈999〉不適用 
2 5 ‘你認為以下的輔助服務對傳真係屋企應用方面有幾重要 7 
請你就童要性俾1至4分，1分係唔重要而4分係非常重要。 
1 你 既 傳 真 機 號 碼 會 唔 重 要 非 常 重 要 唔 知 不 適 用 
刊登係「香港圖文 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
傳真名錄」 
8，你會得到一本「香 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
港圖文傳真名錄」 
(：.用戶熱線查詢腩務 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
！ ) .能接通電訊公司既 〈1 2 3 4〉 〈5〉 〈9〉 
其他傳真服務 




肌5 ― ^ 〈 9 9 9 〉 不 適 用 
279你有無登記成為香港電訊「家居傳真」服務既用戶昵？ 
〈1〉有 [跳去第29題]？口 
〈2〉無 [紈去第28題 ]「7 
〈3〉唔知 [跳去第29題 ]1 \7 











〈 6 〉 無 需 要 ’ 
〈7〉銷售商意見叫唔駛 




2 1 請間你幾多歳昵？ 一 ^ ^ — 散 〈999〉不適用 
30 ^ 對 方 性 別 傜 ： � 訪 問 員 決 定 ] 
〈 1 〉 男 
〈 2 〉 女 












\ \ 7 
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〈11〉其他 ^ ^ ^ ― ― ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
〈99〉不適用 
34^連埋你在内，你屋企一共有幾多人住？ 










完 成 時 間 ： ^ ^ 
APPENDIX VI 
HOUS~HOLD INCOME BY INTEREST TO SUBSCRIBE 
HOMEFAX FOR POTENTIAL RESIDENTIAL 
FACSIMILE ADOPTERS 
85 
Target l=Potential Homefax Subscriber; 2=Homefax Non-subscribers 
HINCOME Monthly Household Income 
by TARGET .Interest to subscribe Homefax for Potent 
TARGET Page 1 of 1 
Count I 
Exp Val I 
Row Pct I Potentia Non-subs 
Col Pct 11 Subscr cribers Row 
Tot Pct I 1 I 2 Total 
HINCOME 
--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I 7 I 8 15 
Below $25,000 I 9.4 I 5.6 55.6% 
I 46.7% I 53.3% 
I 41.2% I 80.0% 
I 25.9% I 29.6% I 
+--------+--------+ 
2 10 I 2 I 12 
$25,000 or Above 7.6 I 4.4 I 44.4% 
83.3% 1 16.7% 1 
58.8% I 20.0% I 











Mantel-Haenszel test for 
linear association 










Minimum Expected Frequency - 4.444 
Cells with Expected Frequency < 5 -
Statistic 





























PRICE PAID FOR SUBSIDIARY SERVICES 
HOMEFAX POTENTIAL SUBSCRIBERS 
Target 
AGAINST NON-SUBSCRIBERS 
Group 1 = Potential Homefax Subscribers 
Group 2 = Homefax Non-Subscribers 
PROCESS IF (Q16 LE 200) . 
T-TEST /GROUPS TARGET (1,2) /VARIABLES Q16. 
Independent samples of TARGET 
Group 1: TARGET EQ 1.00 Group 2: TARGET EQ 
t-test for: Q16 Price Of Supp Service 
Number Standard Standard 
of Cases Mean Deviation Error 
Group 1 20 53.6250 42.391 9.479 
Group 2 8 29.3750 30.757 10.874 
86 
2.00 
I Pooled Variance Estimate Separate Variance Estimate 
I 
F 2-Taii I t Degrees of 2-Tail t Degrees of 2-Tail 
Value Prob. I Value Freedom Prob. Value Freedom Prob. 
, I 
1.90 .393 I 1.46 26 .155 1.68 17.88 .110 
APPENDIX VIII 
AGE OF RESPONDENTS BY ADOPTION TYPE 
RESPTYPE 1 = Adopter; 2 = Potential Adopter; 3 = Non-Adopte~ 
PROCESS IF (Q29 LT 100) . 
MEANS /TABLES Q29 BY RESPTYPE /STATISTICS 1. 
Summaries of 




Variable Value Label 




Total Cases = 209 
Missing Cases = 2 
Summaries of Q29 
































Within Groups Total 30.0676 10.2457 21414.9061 207 
Criterion variable Q29 
Analysis of Variance 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares D.F. Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 520.1471 2 260.0735 2.4775 .0865 
Within Groups' 21414.9061 204 104.9750 
Eta = .1540 Eta Squared = .0237 
88 
APPENDIX IX 
SEX OF RESPONpENTS BY ADOPTION TYPE 
RESPTYPE 1 = Adopter; 2 = Potential Adopter; 3 = Non-adopter 
Q30 Sex by RESPTYPE Type of Respondents 
RESPTYPE Page 1 of 1 
Count , 
·Exp Val , 
Row Pct 'Adopters Potentia Non-adop 
Col Pct I 1 Adopte ters Row 
Tot Pct , 1 , 2 , 3 Total 
Q30 --~-----+--------+--------+--------+ 
l' 11' 19' 84 114 
Male , 8.0 , 17.0 '89.1 53.0% 
, 9.6% '16.7% '73.7% 
'73.3% '59.4% '50.0% 
, 5.1% , 8.8% '39.1% 
+--------+--------+--------+ 
. 2' 4 13' 84 101 
Female , 7.0 15.0' 78.9 47.0% 
'4.0% 12.9%' 83.2% 
,26.7% 40.6%' 50.0% 









Mantel-Haenszel test for 
linear association 





















*1 Pearson chi-square probability 











EDUCATION LEVEL BY ADOPTION TYPE 
RESPTYPE 1 = Adopter; 2 = Potential Adopter; 3 = Non-adopter 
EDLEVEL Level of Education Attainment by RESPTYPE Type of respondents 
RESPTYPE Page 
Count I 
Exp Val I 
Row Pct I Adopters Potentia Non-adop 
Col 'Pct I 1 Adopte ters 
Tot Pct I 1 I 2 I 3 
EDLEVEL 
--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 I 6 I 17 133 
Up to Secondary I 10.4 I 23.8 121.8 
I 3.8% I 10.9%' 8S.3%' 
I 42.9%' I 53.1%' 81.1%' 
I 2.9%' I 8.1%, 63.3%' 
+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 I 8 I 15 31 
Above Secondary I 3.6 I 8.2 42.2 
I 14.8% I 27.8%' 57.4%' 
I 57.1%' I 46.9%' 18.9%' 















Minimum Expected Frequency - 3.600 

















6 ( 16.7%') 





*1 Pearson chi-square probability 











HOUSEHOLD INCOME BY ADOPTION TYPE 
Adoption Types l=Adopterj 2=Potential Adopter; 3=Non-adopter 
HINCOME Monthly Household Income by RESPTYPE Type of respondents 
RESPTYPE Page 1 of 1 
Count , 
Exp Val , 
Row Pct 'Adopters Potentia Non-adop 
Col Pct , 1 Adopte ters Row 
Tot Pct , 1 I 2 , 3 I Total 
HINCOME 
--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
1 3 15 I 95 I 113 
Below $25,000 . 8.6 18.6 
. I 85.7 , 66.5% 
2.7% 13.3% I 84.1% , 
23.1% 53.6% I 73.6% I 
1.8% 8.8% I 55.9% I 
+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 10 13 34 , 57 
$25,000 or above 4.4 9.4 43.3 I 33.5% 
17.5% 22.8% 59.6% I 
76.9% 46.4% 26.4% I 
5.9% 7.6% 20.0% I 
+--------+--------+--------+ 
Column 13 28 129 170 














Minimum Expected Frequency - 4.359 







*1 Pearson chi-square probability 












WILLINESS TO PAY AGAINST HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
Q13 Price for the installation of a second line dedicated for fax 
transmission. 
PROCESS IF (Q13 LE 200) . 
ANOVA /VARIABLES Q13 BY Q35 (1,5) /STATISTICS ALL. 
























* * * A N A L Y S I S 0 F VA R I A NeE 
Q13 Price Of Second Line 
BY Q35 Household Income 
Sum of Mean 
Source of Vari~tion Squares DF Square 
Main Effects 6557.795 4 1639.449 
Q35 6557.795 4 1639.449 
Explained 6557.795 4 1639.449 
Residual 37305.167 21 1776.437 
Total 43862.962 25 1754.518 
30 Cases w~re processed. 
4 Cases ( 13.3 PCT) were missing. 
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